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Hello and Namaskar.

Discipline and Leadership.

It’s time to connect with our VSM
community after a gap of 3 months.

We have also covered two success
stories under our Alumni Corner.

We have pleasure to present the 23rd
issue of VSM quarterly newsletter
“CONNECT”. In this issue we have
covered the following significant
events besides the usual content:

We look forward to your continued
support in coming years for this vision
to build a society of Clean, Socially
responsible and Sensitized citizens
which will make us proud of our
country. Kindly forward us your
suggestions & comments to make this
communication platform better.

VSM Social Work Team was
instrumental in organising an online
Maharashtra State level Conference viz
STEP (Social Work Theory to Effective
Practice) which was conducted on 27th
March 2022. The conference was
attended by eminent Bureaucrats and
leaders from various organisations
engaged in the field; besides Social
Work students from a cross section of
Institutes from Maharashtra. We bring
you a report on this first of its kind &
highly
successful
event.

Till we meet next in October 2022, we
wish for success and well-being of you
& your families & friends.

In line with VSM mission of Empowered
and Socially sensitive Citizens, VSM
deputes it’s students to various camps
conducted by reputed NGOs during
vacation. One such camp is “One Week
for Nation” conducted by Sevankur.
This
year
28
Medical
students from VSM participated in this
camp and returned with ignited minds
learning skills required for Team Work,
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Main Feature:

STEP Conference conducted by Social Work Team

handedly helped the social work students
earlier.
The goal of the STEP conference was:
To understand the divide
knowledge and practice.
Find

ways

to

narrow

this

between
divide.

Strengthen the capacity and capability of
Social Work students to support job
practices.

Social-work Theory to Effective
Practices [STEP] Conference
The Social Work team of Vidyadaan
Sahayyak Mandal (VSM) Thane organized a
state-level conference for their students to
commemorate the World Social Work Day
2022. This virtual conference was held on
27th March 2022 and the theme was
Social-work Theory to Effective Practice
[STEP]. The meeting was attended by more
than 150 students, professors, NGO
representatives, prominent social activists,
researchers, and government officials.
The VSM Social Work team completed one
year in July 2021. The team was constituted
in July 2020 when the need for a dedicated
team to impart effective guidance to the
students was felt. The first student was
enrolled in May 2015 and today, there are 30
students in the team. The team started
functioning under the able guidance of
Dr. Veena Joshi along with the young
volunteer Suvedh Jaywant, who had single

To understand the National Council of
Social Work Education Bill.
Enhance the students’ professional and
personal development by providing them
with tools and skills which cannot be
taught in a classroom.
To expose them to team building and
networking exercises.
Help them gain new perspective by
listening to talks by prominent people in
the field.
Give them an opportunity to share new
ideas and best practices.
The conference was inaugurated by the
State Commissioner of Social Welfare, Dr
Prashant Narnaware IAS, who talked about
the aim of The National Council of Social
Work Education Bill, 2021. They were:
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STEP Conference conducted by Social Work Team

To enhance the quality and ensure
standards in social work education,
including its application with knowledge,
practice,
and
ethical
conduct.
To strengthen the quality of education
from local to the national level.
To
create
national
registry
of
accredited
social
work
education
institutes and programs.
To bring constructive changes in the social
work education and practice.
Maintain standardized social work
syllabus and course across the country.
The Keynote Speaker, Dr. Nilesh Heda, then
emphasized on the year’s World Social Work
Day theme - Building an Eco-Social
Environment: Leaving No One Behind. He
spoke on applying ecological principles and
traditional wisdom in social work. “Our
indigenous or tribal knowledge is brilliant for
preserving wildlife, ecosystem, biodiversity
and biological diversity,” he said.
The powerful speeches were followed by a
competition of oral and poster presentations.
Students were given a choice of ten topics
and the VSM selection committee received
48 abstracts [29 from VSM, 16 from MVP’s
College of Social Work, Nashik, and one each
from Nirmala Niketan, S.N.D.T. and
Jalgaon College of Social Work]. Out of 48
entries, 19 students were selected to give
oral presentation, while 12 students made
poster presentations. Later, a slide show was
created from the 12 poster presentations.
Regional Deputy Commissioner for Social

welfare, Latur, Shri. Devasatvavar, declared
the names of the awardees and appreciated
VSM for organizing the State Level
Conference. Three VSM students received the
awards. They were Prashant Rathod (1st prize
in Oral presentation), Payal Kawate (3rd
Prize in Oral presentation) and Vaibhav
Dhongde (2nd prize in Poster presentation).
The next speaker was the young Mr Amrut
Bang, who has led the youth leadership
development initiative “NIRMAN” since 2008.
His suggestion was to undertake innovative
ventures and provide opportunities for
individuals who want to do an excellent job in
the community. Mr Bang’s advice to the
students was to identify areas where
government and private companies could not
reach, e.g., water, medical health, etc. He
encouraged students to empower the
community, search for original problems, find
innovative solutions and try to be whistle
blowers.
During the panel discussion with industry
people and founders of the NGOs, various
topics,
ranging
from
students’
attitude and skill sets to the obsolescence of
the curriculum were highlighted. Several
suggestions were offered to bring about real
change and create effective social workers.
Some of them were:
A thoroughly professional three-month
vocational course after completing
education.
Linking education to practical experience
through fieldwork and internships.
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STEP Conference conducted by Social Work Team

STEP Conference (March 27,2022) – Screen captures
Relating theoretical learning in
classroom to job-oriented tasks.

the

Mr. Subodh Jathar: Welcome speech

Certifying and standardizing fieldwork
which would be monitored by the
educational institute.

Mr Nitin Paranjape, Executive Director of
Abhivyakti Media for Development, Nashik,
stressed on “Learning By Doing” as an
excellent tool for self-growth and
self-directed learning. He insisted that
practice was the only way to increase one’s
confidence. He said, “Social media decides
how people should do many things, but we
have to decide which data will be more
Dr.
Veena Joshi:
productive
for About
ourVSMfuture
life.”

Pankaj Chavan , Compere for the Conference

Dr. Nilesh Heda keynote speech

Harshal Chavan , Social Work Student

The meeting was concluded with a heartfelt
thanks to all the speakers, panelists,
reviewers, judges, attendees and an appeal
to all stakeholders of social work to come
together in formulating an effective action
plan for pulling the juggernaut of social
development. There was also a humble
appeal to all to become catalysts in
promoting research in social work for it to
gain a professional identity.
Since not many conferences are conducted
for Social Work students, this educational
conference indeed was an extremely
inspiring experience for the Social Work
students of VSM.

Veena Joshi, Organiser, STEP & VSM Social Work Team Lead

Dr Nilesh Hada, Founder, Samwardhan
who delivered the Keynote speech
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Side Feature:

Sevankur Camp " One week for Nation"
for Medical Students

One-Week-For-Nation (OWFN), the annual
social work cum medical camp, is organized
by the Sevankur Bharat team - an
Aurangabad based NGO, connected with
medical students. It is a residential program,
where around 300 medical students and
doctors travel to remote regions across India
to meet socially isolated indigenous tribal
countrymen and understand their health
issues and social needs. They stay in the
village and undertake free medical camps,
social and health awareness surveys. The
camp aims to ignite young minds to learn
about empathy, discipline, teamwork and
leadership.
OWFN was started in 2016 and is steered by
Dr. Hegdewar Hospital, Dr. Babasaheb
Ambedkar
Vaidyakiya
Pratishthan
(BAVP) - the parent organization of Sevankur
Bharat, Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram (VKK) and
Swami Vivekananda Youth Movement
(SVYM). Dr. Dhananjay Deshmukh was the
Principal Coordinator for the sixth OWFN
camp that was organized at Saragur, Mysuru
District, Karnataka from May 5th to May 13th,
2022. The event, conducted under the
leadership of Hon. Dr. R. Balasubramaniam,
Founder of SVYM, had 286 participants from
95 medical colleges.
Since 2018, VSM has been encouraging and
sponsoring medical students to attend the
OWFN camps. This year too, 28 medical
students of VSM, studying in various medical
colleges in Maharashtra, participated in the
camp. From VSM, Dr. Narayan Ponkshe, Mr
Shridhar Moharil and Dr. Anita Mokashi were
the main coordinators.
Day 1: The train was flagged off by

Shri. Raosaheb Danve, Hon’ble MoS, Rail, Coal
& Mines.
Day 2: In the train Journey, the students
interacted with fellow passengers. This
helped them learn the ability to
communicate and how to make oneself
approachable. They also had debate sessions
amongst the student’s group on topics like
Indian History-Biased or Unbiased, Online and
Offline
Education-Advantages
and
Disadvantages.
At Mysuru station, all OWFN participants
were warmly received by the organisers.
From there, they travelled by bus to Saragur.
Day 3: The OWFN-2022 program was
inaugurated by Hon’ble Shri. Bhaiyyaji Joshi.
He stressed upon the need to rethink and
reorganize one’s thoughts for service to
nation. There was an enlightening Boudhik
session by Dr. Balu. He emphasized that one
should undertake social work with a clean
conscience. All that is needed is 3H’s: Heart to
Feel, Head to Think and Hands to Work, he
said. There was a session on “Ego versus Eco
Leadership” by Dr. Nilesh, followed by a “Life
Values” session by Dr. Maniktai Damle. These
talks gave new insights on life’s perspective.
After the tour of SVYM campus, the group
headed to Hoshahalli village where a
campfire was arranged, and an interactive
question and answer session was conducted
by Dr. R. Balu.
Day 4: The day started with a Yoga session at
Kabini Backwater Lake, where a workshop on
“Understanding Bharat” was held. The next
day, participants were taken to Mushkere
village for the medical camp. Two students
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Sevankur Camp " One week for Nation"
for Medical Students

had to stay overnight in each house/hadi. A
Gram-Sabha held in the evening included
demonstration, presentation and informative
session on vaccination, women’s health,
dental health and hygiene practices. The
participants mingled with the children and
played an educative “Health Snake & Ladder”
game. Participants were provided with a local
nurse as a translator for ease in
communication.
Day 5: The students, along with the villagers,
undertook "Gramswachhata”, followed by a
Medical Camp. The activities were
segregated into sections - Registration;
Vitals (BP, Pulse, sp02, weight); Medical
Consultation and Prescription; Dental;
Physiotherapy; Medicine; Blood Glucose
Measurement and Counselling. Every group
rotated duties, enabling every participant to
experience
each
functional
aspect.
Altogether 116 villagers were clinically
screened in the camp. Back at the base
camp, there was a panel discussion of SVYM
team conducted by Sevankur and a cultural
event by locals and school students of SVYM.
Day 6: The morning began with Yoga
followed by a Boudhik session by Dr. Maniktai
Damle. The vision of Sevankur to create
ethical and socially conscious doctors without
religious bias and serving with humility and
empathy was discussed. Outdoor games and
group activities were conducted to drive the
message of social awareness, collaboration,
and teamwork. At a cultural program in the
evening, VSM students presented a skit on
"कृषी उ�थान".

Costumes. The camp concluded with prize
distribution. Before moving to Mysuru,
students were taken for a trek to the
Chikkammadevi Temple.
Day 8: A sight-seeing trip to "Chamunda
Hills" and Ramakrishna Ashram in Mysuru
was organized.
Day 9: After an invigorating experience, the
journey back home was an emotional one for
the participants.
The enthusiastic feedback of our MBBS
students about their experience clearly
indicated that the camp helped to
significantly fulfill VSM’s objective to ignite
young minds to learn about empathy,
discipline, teamwork and leadership to
develop into a socially responsible doctor.

Sewankur1_Medicos attending local patients from Karnataka

Day 7: At the cultural day, VSM students
participated and did photoshoots in local
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Monika
Valte
I am Monika Valte, an Alumni of Vidyadaan
Sahayyak Mandal. I come from Village Atgaon
in Shahapur Taluka. My family comprises of
my parents, three uncles, aunties and my
siblings. We lived in a house with three
partitions of one room each. My father has
studied up to 10th standard and could not
continue his education due to his family’s
poor financial condition. But he knew the
importance of education and since I was
good in studies, he decided to put me in high
school at Shahapur. My father drives a
rickshaw. He used to drop and pick me up
from school every day.
I used to participate in competitions in the
village. An industrial unit at Atgaon used to
sponsor the prizes. When I got the 1st prize
for best essay, the owner of the factory gave
me the Marathi translation of Shiv Khera’s
book, “You Can Win”. When I passed SSC with
82% marks, everyone advised me to take
admission in Engineering Diploma, which was
expensive. So, I decided to take admission in
science. In college, Kanchan Patole, a VSM
student, was my best friend and through her
I came to know about VSM. Once, there was a
seminar at Wavikar Eye Institute of Thane on
careers in Optometry. It was a stream of
education I had never heard of. Taking a leaf

Alumni Corner
out of Shiv Khera’s book, I decided to go
against the flow and study Optometry.
Around the same time, I also applied for
admission to VSM and was selected. Geeta
Maushi assured me that I would achieve
something big. VSM Trustee Athavale Kaka
introduced me to my mentor, Dr Sujata
Kelkar. She was very assuring and played the
role of mother, teacher and friend.
After 12th, I applied to Wavikar Eye Institute
for Optometry and was selected. VSM agreed
to pay 50% of my fees and requested me to
arrange the balance. So, I took up a
part time job in a Post Office to deliver
letters.
At VSM, through activities, workshops and
meetings, I got to understand that if you are
focused and prepared to work hard, you can
reach the summit in spite of hurdles. In
my first year at VSM, I had the opportunity to
attend VEDH conducted by Dr Anand
Nadkarni of IPH. There, I got a chance to
listen to many young achievers, which
infused me with positive energy.
I finished my course at Wavikar Eye Institute
with good marks and immediately got
placement in Leela Eye Institute, Kalyan.
During that year, I also got an opportunity to
join the reputed Surya Eye Institute &
Research Centre, Mumbai and worked there.
This unbelievable journey from a remote
village in Shahapur Taluka to a successful
career in Optometry was possible only due to
VSM and my parents. I would remain
indebted to VSM for ever.
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Alumni Corner
Dr. Saurabh

Khadatkar

I, Dr. Saurabh Khadatkar, belong to Digras
Taluka, Yawatmal District, Maharashtra.
When I was in my 8th standard, I had lost my
father. With absolutely no financial
resources, me, my mother and elder brother
were clueless about our future. We, then
opened a small shop at home, and by selling
biscuits, sweets, toys, etc., could generate
income, though meagre, to sustain life and
continue education.
I was always keen to make a career in
medicine. My low score in first attempt of
MH-CET exam was discouraging and I chose
to give up medicine as a career option. However, my teacher, Mr. Bande Sir, persuaded
me to repeat the exam. With his financial
assistance, I joined tuition classes in Latur. I
was successful in my second attempt and in
2015 could secure a MBBS seat at Vasantrao
Naik Government Medical College, Yawatmal.
Fees and other expenses continued to be of
concern. Monetary help received from
relatives and our carpenter community,
enabled me to somehow manage for the first
year. The path ahead nevertheless appeared
worrisome and I felt like discontinuing my
studies. Realising my hardships, my senior at
medical college, Shubham Gedam, suggested
me to approach VSM for sponsorship. It

turned out to be a life transforming advise.
I met Ingole Kaka and Ingole Maushi at VSM’s
Nagpur branch and interaction with them
gave me a glimmer of hope. I was later
interviewed by Geeta Maushi and Swati
Maushi in Thane office. Their kind and caring
words, assured that I am not alone anymore
and welcomed me to the VSM family. With
this extended hand of support, I could
continue stress free, my medical education. I
was extremely fortunate to have Dr. Anita
Maushi as my Mentor. Her constant guidance,
her motivational and inspiring sessions on
becoming a good and disciplined doctor, will
always remain etched in my memory. I am
also thankful to Dr. Archana Maushi for her
career guidance discussions. My senior and
VSM alumni, Deepak Runghe from Nagpur,
too helped me a lot.
I, basically was a shy and introvert person.
Various extracurricular activities organized by
VSM, helped me evolve into a confident,
empathetic
and
socially
responsible
individual. The character building in me,
because of VSM, enabled me to associate
and contribute in several social causes, may
it be guiding patients and relatives in the
hospital where I was studying, attending
various rural camps, participating in camps
during floods etc.
When I look back at my difficult past, I could
never ever imagine that one day I would
become a qualified medical doctor. This
achievement and life progress, I owe it to
VSM and would always remain indebted and
grateful to VSM for their invaluable
contribution in my success story.
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Event Calendar

April'22 to August'22

Past

Forthcoming

10th April - Geriatric Care by OTPT Team

3rd July - Debate on Pvt Practice option for
OTPT students

17th April - Interview Preparation &
Communication by ITI Team

10th July - Social Camps experience by
Medico Students

8th May - Student's experience sharing by
Engg and IT Team

29th July - Medical Technical Courses by
Science Team

8th May - Portfolio Making for Architecture
Students

5th Aug - Career options for Psychology
Students by Arts Team

22nd May - Vachoo, Gau Anande by Library

15th Aug - VSM Vardhapan Diwas

Team

4th June - Discussion on Eco Crisis in Srilanka
by Arts Team

21st Aug - Careers in Consumer Law by Legal
Team

5th June - Think Clean Grow Green by Science
Team

28th Aug - Sustainable Design by
Architecture Team

12th June - Career Goals after 2 & 5 years

28th Aug - Award winners felicitation by
Applied & Fine Arts Team

by MSW Team
18th June - Careers in Corporate Law by

Legal Team
26th June - Digital A/V Aids by Nursing Team

The above events are in addition to the regular programs viz . English Communication , GST
Concept, Computer Skills , BE FRANK etc which are conducted through out the quarter .
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